Ricardo Riskalla is one of Australia’s leading Fitness
and Health experts. Contacting Ricardo is the first step
to living a healthy lifestyle.
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Patricia Mazza uses
a fasting diet.
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Fast
way to a
new diet
craze
A NEW fad diet that
concentrates more on the
“fast’’ than the “food’’ is
about to give Australians a
weight loss boost.
The “5:2 diet’’ – otherwise
known as intermittent fasting
– allows participants to eat
whatever they like for five days
a week, but they must consume
just 500 calories or less on two
non-consecutive days.
» Full reports pages 14-15
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Exclusive: NRL boss demands
more resources for ASADA

SPEED
UP THE
DRUGS
PROBE
SIMON BENSON
NATIONAL POLITICAL EDITOR

NRL CEO Dave Smith has demanded the Gillard
government dedicate more resources to the drug
investigation threatening to tear up rugby league —
offering financial support to speed up the inquiry.
Mr Smith said yesterday the Australian Sports
Anti-Doping Authority had too few people to
investigate the drugs-in-rugby-league saga fast
enough ‘‘to lift this big black cloud that is hanging
over all of us’’.
‘‘Everyone knows I’ve been pushing to move
this thing along as quickly as possible and we’ve
offered up resources with our integrity unit
meeting on a weekly basis,’’ he said.
‘‘ASADA has been given a huge task and it

needs more resources to get it done as it only has a
small unit for a very large task.’’
While Mr Smith is demanding action because of
fears the investigation could last the entire season,
Sports Minister Kate Lundy said she could not
pressure ASADA to speed up the process and
called on fans to ‘‘be patient and keep the faith’’.
She said the government would boost the
agency’s resources — if it requested it.
Fears about an under-resourced ASADA
emerged as the NRL’s chief medical officer called
on all players to stop using supplements.
‘‘People take these things as a shortcut to
recovery and improved performance,’’ Dr Ron
Muratore said last night.
FULL REPORT PAGE 4
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THE 5:2 DIET

Cut out the food
NATHAN KLEIN

The new Taylor Auerbach.

How I lost
myself in
discipline
TAYLOR AUERBACH
ONE large, double quarter
pounder meal and a triple
cheeseburger, please.
This was a phrase I would
repeat often — more than
once a week — from behind
the wheel of my car.
Sometimes, after the five
minutes it took me to inhale
the 2000 calories in the McDonald’s carpark, I would fire
up the engine and do another
loop of the drive-through.
I would then head home for
dinner.
A year of this self-inflicted
abuse took my weight to 93kg.
At 178cm tall, I was a chocolate
bar away from entering the
‘‘obese’’ category.
So I did it. I dived into an
extreme regimen in which I’ve
eaten on only 27 days since
January 8. I’ve since learnt
that ‘‘intermittent fasting’’ is a
worldwide fad.
But I wasn’t interested in
day-on/day-off sort of stuff.
At the strictest point in my
diet I was eating only twice a
week. I now weigh 74kg —
that’s 19kg, or 20 per cent, of
my original bodyweight gone
in just over two months.
Yes, on my days off, restaurant menus become fascinating
and tantalising literature.
But it’s very easy when I
hop on the scales, hungry at
the end of the day, and ask
myself a simple question:
‘‘Would you rather a piece of
cheesecake now or to weigh
half a kilo less tomorrow?’’

Lara Grinevitch
recommends fasting.
Picture: Annika Enderborg

Starvation triggers the metabolism
NATHAN KLEIN
FOR years we have been told
eating small meals more often
can kickstart a slow metabolism and help burn fat.
Eating snacks like almonds
and seeds between our main
meals and cutting out the
sugar would do the trick, diet
experts told us.
But, for most people, shedding kilos has never been easy.
In fact, all the small meals

seemed to do was make us
hungrier than ever.
Until now, it seems, with
experts claiming less is more.
Naturopath Lara Grinevitch
said there was a reason why
many of us struggled with
weight loss.
‘‘We’ve been getting the
wrong advice,’’ she said.
‘‘Three meals plus snacks is
a strange artefact of modern
living and it puts considerable
stress on our immune system
and metabolic hormones.’’

Ms Grinevitch, who recommends intermittent fasting to
some of her SensitiveAlternative Hormone Clinic
patients, said fasting reduced
systemic inflammation in the
body and increased the
dieter’s metabolic rate.
‘‘This is the same inflammation that leads to obesity
and degenerative diseases,’’
she said.
‘‘Multiple day fasts are quite difficult and nobody really
wants to do them. (But) for

many people, the 5:2 diet is like
just having a late breakfast.’’
Ms Grinevitch agreed with
other experts that fasting
lowered levels of IGF-1 in the
body, which in turn lowered
blood pressure and the risks of
cardiovascular disease and
diabetes. She said, by putting
your body through a short
period of ‘‘starvation mode’’,
it gave it time to repair existing
cells instead of more being
produced, leading to decreased
risks of cancer.

THE secret to losing weight
and lowering your risk of
cancer, heart disease and Alzheimer’s is to starve yourself
every other day, according to
scientists.
Fat loss pills and strenuous
exercise could be a thing of the
past, with a new diet claiming
to improve your waistline as
well as extend your life and
keep wrinkles at bay.
The 5:2 diet — also known
as intermittent fasting — requires two non-consecutive
days of ‘‘fasting’’ each week,
when the dieter is to consume
no more than 500 calories if
they are a woman and 600 if
they are a man.
There are no dietary restrictions for the remaining five
days, which are often referred
to as the ‘‘feeding’’ days.
The diet has gone viral
following the BBC documentary Eat, Fast and Live Longer
by doctor and journalist Michael Mosley, which screened
in the UK last year.
It is expected to create a
similar craze when it screens in
Australia on SBS on April 22.
The program follows Dr
Mosley on an intermittent
fasting investigation.
In six weeks following the
diet, he lost over 6kg and 25
per cent of his body fat.
His cholesterol dropped and
his blood glucose, which he
described as ‘‘borderline diabetic’’, went back to normal.
Dr Mosley also found that
fasting lowered levels of IGF-1
in the body — an insulingrowth hormone — which in
turn lowered blood pressure
and the risks of cardiovascular
disease, cancer and diabetes.
There are now 5:2 groups on
YouTube, Facebook and Twitter, as well as blogs dedicated
to the diet.
Sue Hollis said she discovered fasting through her
Raw Fit trainer Ricardo Riskalla — and dropped 8kg
almost instantly.
‘‘I tried Atkins, the lemon
detox, you name it, I’ve given
it a shot in the past,’’ she said.
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